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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 


rv'lachine MUST be properly grounded to prevent electrical shoc:~. t() 

personnel Failure to do so could result in serious injury, or death ['0 

tlOT immerse the kettle, vvarmer. or any other part of this equipment 
in \vater. /'\tNays unplug the equipment before cleaning or serviCing, 
Do !lot use excessive Naterwhen cleanili9 

A WARNING 


avoid seriolls do NOT touch the kettle '.vhile it is hot. 

A WARNING 

• 
 ALWAYS vvear glasses w'llen servicing this equipment 


.... 

A WARNING 

Any alterations to this equipment Nill'void the warranty and may CClLlse 

a dangerous situation. !\jEVER make alterations to the equipment. 
Make sure all machine svvitches are in the off position before plLlgging 
the equipment into the receptacle, 

~ 
A CAUTION 

Do f·10T allow direct contact INith this equipment and the genera! 
publi,::; when used in food service locations. Only personnel that 
are trainee! and familiar Nith the equipment should operate 
the equipment. Carefully read all installation instructions before ~ operatIOn. 

A CAUTION 

~ !This machine is NOT to be operated by rninors. Minors are classified 
as anyone under the age of 18. 

~ 

NOTE 
The information, specifications illustrations in this 
the latest data available at time of publication. 
required at the discretion of Gold Medal Products Company without notice. 

is reserved to make 

II 



POPCORN MACHINES 

Add to your party atmosphere with a popcorn machine! 

OPERATIONAL TIPS 

SWITCHES 
Light and Warmer Switch-turns on heat lamp and optional 

strip heater under com pan. 
Kettle Motor Switch-turns on motor that drives kettle agitator 

shaft. 
Kettle Heat Switch-turns on heat element inside kettle. 

NOTE: DO NOT COVER AIR VENT HOLESl Motor air intake and exhaust holes at top of 
machine must be clear of any obstruction. 

AVOID SERIOUS BURNS!!! DO NOT TOUCH KETTLE WHILE IT IS HOT!!!! 

TO POP 
1. Turn on kettle heat switch and kettle motor and exhaust switch. 
2. 	 "Test pop" with three com kernels and a little of oil; when kernels pop, place remainder of 

oil and com, close lid. 
3. 	 When com has popped, rotate the handle to empty popcorn from kettle; return kettle to 

upright position. 
4. Repeat the cycle; subsequent batches are always more flavorful than the initial batch. 
5. 	 Turn off the kettle heat switch on the final batch when the popcorn breaks over the lid of 

the kettle to eliminate smoke and odor. 
6. Turn off kettle heat and kettle motor and exhaust switches. 
7. 	 Wipe exterior ofkettle with heavy cloth after cooling ofkettle to prevent bum or stain of 

oil drippings. 
8. Turn off all switches. 

TO CLEAN 
1. Allow kettle to cool until warm enough to handle. 
2. Unplug kettle and remove from machine. 
3. 	 Wipe kettle, kettle lids, crossbar and exterior clean. DO NOT IMMERSE KETTLE IN 

WATER! 
4. Remove popped com and pack in bags. 
5. Remove the "old maid" pan, empty un-popped kernels and wipe clean. 
6. Wipe interior of machine clean. 
7. Return the machine clean to the rental center to avoid cleaning charges. 

NOTE: POPCORN MACHINE MUST BE IN UP-RIGHT POSITION AT ALL TIMES ... 
UPON PICK UP OR RETURN!!! LAYING MACHINE DOWN ON ITS SIDE COULD 
RESULT IN MALFUNCTION AND EXPENSIVE DAMAGE COSTS .... 

VOLTS 120 WATTS 1700 AMP 20 


